Klamath Province/Siskiyou Mountains Matrix of Factors and Indicators

Factors
Indicators
Properly Functioning
At Risk
Not Properly 
Functioning


Water Quality


Temperature
(7-day max average)
<64 degrees F.
or within the expected temperature range

>64 degrees F.
or above expected temperature range


Hazardous Materials
Low levels of chemical contamination from agriculture and industrial uses.

High levels of chemical contamination from agricultural and industrial uses.

Habitat Access
 
 Physical Barriers
No human-made
barriers to prevent passage of juvenile and adult salmonids to historic habitat

Human-made barriers prevent upstream and downstream passage of salmonids






Habitat Elements
(focus on conditions and data describing low gradient, less-confined  fish-bearing  stream segments {LGS}, usually alluviated canyons or alluvial valleys - Frissell, 1986, 1992)



Sediment

<20% fines (sand, silt, clay) in gravel, little cobble embeddedness.  Fine sediment within range of expected natural streambed conditions 

    
>20% fines (sand, silt, clay) in gravel, embedded cobbles. Fine sediment  outside of expected 
natural streambed conditions 



Large Wood
Material
 {LGS}
>25 pieces/mile (Siskiyous east),>40 pieces per mile (Siskiyou west); >24 inches in diameter and >50 ft. in length or 2X bankfull width (BFW) or within expected range . Little evidence of stream clean out, good future source

<10(east),<25(west) pieces per mile >24 inches in diameter and >50 ft. in length or 2X BFW. Evidence of stream clean out or outside of expected range of conditions, little future source of large wood in riparian zone



Pool Character and Quality
{LGS}


>30% pool habitat by area; little evidence of pool volume reduction and majority of pools >3 feet in depth

<30% pool habitat by area; widespread evidence of pool volume reduction and majority of pools <3 feet in depth




Off-Channel 
Habitat 
{LGS}
Active side channels relatively frequent; backwater areas present; related to large wood, nick point, etc. or within
the expected range of natural conditions

Few or no active side channels or backwater areas.  Entrenchment or evidence of abandonment of floodplain. Side channel frequency outside of range expected







Channel Conditions and Dynamics


Width Depth Ratios by Channel Type
(utilize Rosgen type and range given if applicable)                       
         ---------->        
Width/depth ratios and channel types within natural ranges and site potential within watershed

Width/depth ratios and channel types throughout the watershed are well outside of  historic ranges and/or  site potential


Expected range of bankfull width/depth ratios and channel type
Rosgen Type
A,E,G
B,C,F
D
W/D Ratio
<12
12-30
>40


Streambank 
Condition
Stable stream banks, little evidence of eroding banks or within range of expected conditions

Unstable stream banks, numerous areas of exposed soil and cutting, outside of expected range


Floodplain Connectivity
{LGS}
Off channel areas frequently linked to main channel, floods frequently connect stream to floodplain and riparian zone

Greatly reduced connectivity between main channel and off channel habitats and riparian areas


Factors
Indicators
Properly Functioning
At Risk
Not Properly 
Functioning


Flow/Hydrology

Changes in Peak Flows
(consider effects 
at sub- watershed scale: 6th field HUC recommended)
Timber harvest, roads and other human activities have not likely influenced the hydrologic regime of the watershed. Little extension of channel network.

High levels of timber harvest and roads have likely effected the  hydrologic regime of the watershed. Considerable increase in channel network.









Watershed Conditions

Road Density and Location
Low road densities (use <2mi./sq.mi. For reference), valley bottom roads not restricting stream meanders or affection riparian function

High road densities (use >3 mi.mi.ssq. for reference), valley bottoms well-roaded, effects on stream channel and riparian function are evident

Human
Disturbance History
(within area tributary to fish-bearing stream segment) 
Little harvest and road activity, with no concentration in unstable areas, aquatic and riparian refugia or riparian reserves

Widespread harvest and road activity with disturbance 
concentrated in unstable areas, refugia or riparian reserves





Riparian Reserves
Riparian reserves provide adequate shade, future large wood, habitat protection and connectivity for sensitive aquatic species. Little or no evidence of salvage, sufficient down wood or within expected range of conditions

Substantially altered riparian reserves, not providing adequate shade, habitat protection and connectivity for sensitive aquatic species. Extensive salvage and down wood lacking or outside of expected range of conditions


Landslide and Erosion  Rates

Landslide rate and volume near natural rates.  Stream conditions not altered by human-caused landslides

Landslides exceed natural rates and related to land management activities. Stream conditions obviously altered by human landslides


